BENEFITS

we connect any video conferencing systemon any
network, from anywhere

Partners
Provide a simple yet secure way to communicate
between partners and lawyers for business and
case strategy meetings. Offer a face-to-face
alternative for a new lawyer recruitment and
other employees candidates without travel time
and cost.
Lawyers
Increase communication and collaboration with
other lawyers and clients while reducing travel
cost and time. Increase billable meetings with
the ability to conduct more meetings without
losing valuable time on the road.
Firms
Increase interaction and collaboration across
offices and provide an easy way for expert
witnesses, partners and clients to provide
official testimony or statements. Reduce third
party provider cost such as video recording services,
or expert consultations.
IT Directors
Remove the burden on IT staff while achieving
a scalable, robust, secure and interoperable video
conferencing environment based on service level
agreement. Achieve usage levels never experienced
before. Support communications needs across the
firm.

LAW FIRMS USAGE CASES

 Cloud-based video conferencing, 24x7
concierge services, centralized scheduling
across 40+ countries, 75+ video systems
 Room assessment, internal and external
calls, CxO events
 3 fold increase in usage

 Cloud-based video conferencing, Video
enabled Amsterdam and London offices
 Document sharing over video
 London partners reduction in travel

 Cloud-based video conferencing, VPOD
video enabled Manchester office
 External calls, video blog recordings
· 4 fold increase in usage

Contact LVN for a free consultative assessment to assist your partners, lawyers and IT directors to benefit from http://www.legalvideonetwork.com
+44(0)7979 828 189, nica.faustino@visionsconnected.com

SERVICES

SERVICES

SERVICES

Health Check Assessment

Cloud-based video conferencing

Usage & Adoption

LVN Health Check Assessment will provide insight and
statistically proven information on the root causes
that prevent video conferencing from becoming a key
business advantage to your firm.

LVN Usage & Adoption program will understand and
LVN cloud-based video conferencing provides the complete
help to overcome the barriers associated with higher
hosted video infrastructure service with full service quality
usage of video conference.
assurance and the broadest interoperability support available
for video applications.
Our 5-step approach will cover Executive Sponsorship,
End-user Insight, End-user Training, Marketing &
Our 24x7 concierge services operators will pre-test, launch,
Communications, Metrics & Actions.
technically monitor and disconnect calls allow you to fully
focus on your meeting and not on technology.

Our senior consultants will focus on People, Process,
Technology and Room Environment to fully
understand and share our findings after the
assessment is completed.

Connect any device, any network, anywhere with LVN cloudbased video conferencing platform.

Contact LVN for a free consultative assessment to assist your partners, lawyers and IT directors to benefit from http://www.legalvideonetwork.com
+44(0)7979 828 189, nica.faustino@visionsconnected.com

HARDWARE
LVN partners with several vendors in order to bring
the best available hardware based on the needs of
your firm.

HARDAWARE
VPOD products provide the ideal video conferencing
environment that it is quickly deployed, installed and
available within days. Avoid the timely and costly room
remediation when using VPOD products.

HARDWARE
Cyviz products are optimized for auditorium space to
accommodate intensive data sharing combined with
video conferencing. The Cyviz wall size screen will
provide plenty of space allowing for maximum visibility
and collaboration.

LVN can sell the entire portfolio of any of the major
video conferencing vendors, including break, fix and
replacement service contract with engineer on-site if
required.

Smart products allow for easy visual and document
collaboration.

Wolfvision projectors are of great value to document sharing
during video conferencing meetings.

Contact LVN for a free consultative assessment to assist your partners, lawyers and IT directors to benefit from http://www.legalvideonetwork.com
+44(0)7979 828 189, nica.faustino@visionsconnected.com

